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ABSTRACT  Slow  and  spike  potentials  were  recorded  from  single  cells  in  the 
receptor layer of the compound eye of the drone of the honeybee. From electron 
microscopic observation of the drone ommatidium,  it was concluded that  the 
response  had  been recorded  from  the  retinula  cell.  The  following hypothesis 
is suggested for the initiation  of spike potentials  in  the drone  compound eye: 
Photic stimulation  results in a  decrease in the resistance  of all or part of the 
retinula cell membrane, giving rise to the retinal  action potential.  The  retinal 
action potential causes outflow of the current through  the proximal  process of 
the  cell,  This  depolarizing  current  initiates  spike  potentials  in  the  proximal 
process  or  axon  of  the  retinula  cell  which  are  recorded  across  the  soma 
membrane of the refinula cell. 
In  a  recent  study  the  retinal  action  potentials  were  recorded  from  single 
cells  in  the  receptor  layer  of the  insect  compound  eye  (Naka,  1961).  The 
electron  microscopic  observation  of the  insect  ommatidium  led  to  the  con- 
clusion that  the retinal  action potential  was recorded  from  the interior  of a 
retinula cell. In the Limulus compound eye, several authors  (Hartline, Wagner, 
and  MacNichol,  1952;  Tomita,  1956;  MacNichol,  1956,  1958,  Fuortes, 
1958,  1959;  Tomita  et  al.,  1960)  have  reported  on  the  recording  of spike 
potentials and a  slow potential referred to as the ommatidial  action  potential 
(OAP)  from  single  elements  in  the  ommatidium.  Although  these  authors 
agree  that  the  spike  potentials  of fairly large  amplitude  were  from  the  ec- 
centric cell, they have several different views on the relation between the slow 
potential  and  the  initiation  of the  spike  potential  in  the  eccentric  cell  (re- 
viewed by Eipetz,  1960). 
Studies of various types of invertebrate receptors,  i.  e.  the stretch receptor 
by Eyzaguirre  and  Kuffier  {1955),  and  the insect chemoreceptor  by Morita 
(1959), have revealed that the generator potential or slow potential produced 
in  the  distal  portion  of a  receptor  cell  initiates  spike  potentials  in  a  more 
proximal portion of the cell. This paper proposes to reexamine the possibility 
of spike potential  generation  in  the  insect  photoreceptor  cell. 
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MATERIALS  AND  METHODS 
Experiments were performed on the drone of the honeybee, Apis mellifera, which was 
maintained  in  our laboratory.  Methods  of preparation  and  of picking up  electrical 
responses were essentially the  same as described  in previous papers  (Naka and  Ku- 
wabara,  1959;  Naka,  1961).  In short,  the  head,  after its separation from the  body, 
was cut in half by a  razor. This procedure exposed the receptor area. The electrode 
was then inserted into the retinal layer, which lies between the cornea and the base- 
ment  membrane.  A  dissecting  microscope  was  employed  here  in  order  to  make 
certain  that  the  electrode  was  in  the  receptor  layer.  Illumination  from  a  ribbon 
filament tungsten  lamp was interrupted  by a  camera shutter or by a  turning  sector 
wheel.  Intensity  of illumination  was  controlled  by  an  iris  diaphragm.  Light  was 
focused  on  the  cornea  of the  preparation  by means  of a  lens  placed  between  the 
diaphragm and  the  cornea.  Although  this method could not give precise control of 
intensity  of  illumination,  it  was  adequate  for  the  present  experiment.  Whenever 
necessary,  background  illumination  of  adjustable  intensity  was  obtained  from  a 
tungsten  lamp,  which  also  permitted  observation  of the  position  of the  electrode. 
Both  the stimulating and the  background  illumination  covered the whole surface of 
the  compound  eye.  Intensity  and  duration  of illumination  were  monitored  by  a 
phototransistor placed near the preparation.  Microclectrodes were of the  same type 
employed  in  previous  studies  (Naka et al., 1960;  Naka,  1961):  Terex  (borosilicate 
glass)  tubing,  with  outer  diameter  of  1.0  mm and  inner  diameter  of 0.5  mm, was 
drawn  by a  mechanical  puller  with  a  platinum  heater  plate.  Electron  microscopic 
observation showed  that  the  tip  of the  electrode was in  the range of 500  to  1000A. 
Electrodes were filled with KC1 solution, by boiling for less than 5 minutes. Electrodes, 
with no sign of damage near the tip and an ohmic resistance of more than 30 megohms 
in  KC1  solution,  were  selected.  The  electrodes  were  introduced  into  the  receptor 
layer and care was taken to insure that the electrode was not out of this layer. The 
indifferent lead  was  taken from the  pool of Ringer's solution  in which  the  eye was 
fixed. 
Potentials were picked up by a  12AU7 preamplifier with a capacitative compensa- 
tion circuit similar to the one used by Tomita (1956),  and then lead to a  dual beam 
oscilloscope  (Nihon  Koden  VC-6).  Room  temperature was  23  to  26°C.  Under  the 
experimental conditions used, the preparation responded normally for about 3 hours. 
Fine Structure of Honeybee Compound Eye 
The compound eye of the honeybee is a typical apposition eye, in which the crystalline 
cone and  the receptor layer are closely attached.  As schematically shown in  Fig.  1, 
the honeybee ommatidium is composed of cornea lens (Cl), crystalline cone (Cc), and 
eight elongated retinula  cells (Re) radially arranged  around  the  axial structure,  the 
rhabdome  (Rh) composed  of four  rhabdomeres.  The  retinula  cell  is  the  primary 
photoreceptor  cell  and  the  proximal process  of the  cell  (Pf),  the  postretinal  fiber, 
penetrates  the  basement  membrane  (Bm), and  proceeds  toward  the  first  synaptic 
region.  Eight  postretinal  fibers from an  ommatidium,  each  about  1  micron  in  di- K~N-ICHI  NAKA  AND  EISUKE EGUCItI  Spikes  from Photoreceptor  665 
ameter,  are enclosed in a  sheath  (Tominaga, personal communication).  The retinula 
cell is equivalent to the soma of a  nerve cell; the postretinal  fiber is equivalent to the 
axon.  Each  rhabdomere  consists  of many  fine  tubular  structures,  described  as  the 
honeycomb or microvilli by Goldsmith and Philpott  (I 957)  and Miller  (1957), which 
are continuous with the cytoplasm of the retinula cell. The rhabdomere is thought to 
be  the  site  of photochemical  reaction  (cf.  Goldsmith  and  Philpott,  1957;  Wolken, 
Tr 
FIOURE  1.  Schematic  representation  of  an 
insect  ommatidium  in  longitudial  view.  Cl, 
cornea  lens,  Cc,  crystalline  cone,  Rh,  rhabdome, 
Rc,  retinula  cell,  Pc,  pigment  cell,  Tr,  trachea, 
Bm,  basement  membrane,  Pf,  proximal  process 
(postretinal  fiber)  of the retinula  cell. 
Mellon,  and  Contis,  1957).  According to Fernfindez-Morfin  (1958),  the cytoplasmic 
content  of the  bee retinula  cell differs little  from that  of other insects.  In the drone, 
as  shown  in  the  electron  micrograph  of Fig.  2,  the  retinula  cell  is about  7 micra  in 
diameter and  100 micra in length and  the rhabdomere  is about 4 micra in diameter, 
with its length equivalent  to that of the retinula cell.  For comparison with  the drone 
ommatidium, a  cross-section of an ommatidium of the worker bee is shown in Fig.  3. 
The structure of the ommatidium of the worker bee is identical with that of the drone. 
The  only  differences  are  in  the  size  of the  ommatidium  and  retinula  cell.  In  the 
worker bee  the retinula  cell is 5 micra in diameter  and  50 micra in length. 666  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PI-IYSIOLOOY  •  VOLUME  45  "  I962 
RESULTS 
In the present study, as  already described in the single unit recording from 
the retina of the  toad and  of some insects  (Naka  et  al.,  1960;  Naka,  1961), 
t~IGURE 2.  Electron micrograph of cross-section of an  ommatidium of the  honeybee 
drone. Rh, rhabdome, Rc, retinula cell, Pc, pigment cell.  Fixed in 2  per cent osmium 
tetroxide, buffered with veronal-acetate, embedded in  n-butylmethacrylate. Sectioned 
with JUM-3 microtome and observed by Akashi tronscope. 
the need for stable recording required the use of a microelectrode with a very 
slender  taper  near  its  tip.  With  an  appropriate  electrode a  single unit was 
held for 30 minutes with no apparent sign of deterioration. As the electrode 
was easily damaged by the large amount of chitinous trachea in the retinal 
layer, an electrode was used for only a  few trial insertions. For good results, KI~N-IcHI  NAKA  AND  EISUKE  EGUCHI  Spikes  from Photoreceptor  667 
the  preparation  of material  was  also  found  to  be  critical,  because  a  slight 
disturbance of the receptor layer led  to  unstable recording. 
Responses  recorded  from  the  receptor layer of the  drone  compound  eye 
could  be  classified into  two  types;  responses  of rather  small  slow  potentials 
with trains of spike potentials on the slow potential as shown in Figs. 4, 5,  and 
9,  and  other  responses  of a  fairly large  slow  potential  with  a  single  spike 
potential  on the rising phase of the slow potential  as in  Figs.  8,  and  10. 
FlOURE  3.  Electron  micrograph  of cross-section  of  an  ommatidium  of  the  honeybee 
uorker.  Lettering is the same as for Fig.  2. 
However,  these  two  types  of  response  were  not  always  clearly  separable, 
because one type of response often changed into the other. We think that these 
two types of response represent different states of a  cell, rather than different 
types of cells.  In both  types of response,  the spike potential  always followed 
the start of the slow potential.  The latter was very resistant to physiological 
decline. 
Typical responses recorded internally from the receptor layer of the drone 
compound eye are shown in  Fig.  4.  The response to an  illumination of low 
intensity  was  a  monophasic  positive  potential  maintained  during  that  illu- 
mination  (Fig.  4A).  When the intensity  of illumination  was  doubled  small 
oscillatory  potentials  of a  few millivolts  appeared  in  the  early  part  of the 
response  (Fig.  4B).  These  small  oscillatory  potentials  developed  into  full 668  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  45  •  I962 
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FIGURE 4.  Responses  recorded from a  single  cell in  the receptor layer of the drone 
compound eye.  Intensity of illumination was doubled in each successive recording. In 
this and in all subsequent  recordings  the upward deflection  indicates  positivity  of the 
electrode.  Pips on the lower beam are 0.1  sec. intervals.  Duration of illumination, 0.9 
sec. 
size  spike  potentials  of 40  mv  when  the  illumination  was  doubled  again  in 
intensity (Fig. 4C).  A  further increase in the intensity of illumination yielded 
an  increase  in  the  amplitude  of the  slow  potential  and  an  increase  in  the 
frequency  of spike  potentials  (Fig.  4C  to  E).  In  Fig.  4D  and  E  the  small 
oscillatory  potential  often  failed  to  grow  into  spike  potentials,  especially  in 
the  later  part  of  the  response,  though  the  slow  potential  was  maintained 
nearly at the same level. With high intensity illumination,  the spike potential 
suddenly  decreased  its  amplitude  and  finally  was  transformed  into  small 
oscillatory  potentials  (Fig.  4F).  A  decrease  in  the  amplitude  of  the  spike 
potential  is  noticeable  even  with  illumination  of  relatively  low  intensity 
(Fig.  4D and  E).  In Fig.  4F the spike potential,  after a  silent period of about 
FIGURE 5.  Response  of a  single  cell  showing  abolition of spikes with  high  intensity 
illumination.  Intensity of illumination was doubled in each successive recording. Pips, 
0.1 sec. intervals.  Duration of illumination, 0.9 sec. K'6N-ICHI NAKA AND EISUKE EGUCHI  Spikesfrorn Photoreceptor  669 
100 msec., again appeared in the response; its amplitude was increased during 
repetitive firing. 
Fig.  5  is  another  series  of records  showing  the decrease of amplitude  and 
also  abolition  ot  spike  potentials  with  high  intensity  illumination.  In  this 
record,  as in Fig.  4,  the frequency went up  with increased  amplitude  of the 
slow potential  and  the  spike  amplitude  went down  with  frequency increase 
(Fig.  5B  to  E).  In  Fig.  5F  this decrease of spike potential amplitude became 
very conspicuous  and  took nearly  the  same  time  course  as  that  of the  slow 
potential.  This observation suggests that the decrease of spike amplitude was 
FIGURE 6.  Response of a single cell to illumination of just threshold intensity. About 
ten sweeps were superimposed. Illuminations  were not square  in wave form because 
they were given by a sector. 
related directly to the increase in the amplitude of the slow potential or to the 
level of depolarization.  This tendency became prominent  when the intensity 
of illumination  was increased  in  G  and  H.  Finally,  as shown in H, only two 
spike  potentials  were  seen  on  the  rising  phase  of the  slow potential,  during 
which  the  spike potential  was completely abolished.  Similar  decrease  in  the 
amplitude  of the  spike  potential  or  total  abolition  of spikes  during  high  in- 
tensity  illumination  was  reported  in  the  Limulus  ommatidium  by  Tomita 
(1956)  and  by Fuortes (1958). 
Fig.  6  shows the response of a  single cell to threshold  illumination  for the 
initiation  of spike  potentials.  In  this  record,  about  ten  sweeps were  super- 
imposed, three stimuli gave rise to spike potentials of about 40 my. The latency 
of the slow potential  at this intensity of illumination  was about 30 msec.  and 670  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  45  "  I962 
the  spike  potential  was  fired  when  the  depolarization  reached  a  level  of 
15 my. 
In Fig. 7 the responses of a single cell to illumination of different intensities 
were  recorded  continuously.  In  this  record,  illuminations of 0.1  second  in 
duration were given at a  rate of two flashes per second, while the intensity of 
illumination was  changed  continuously by  controlling the  current  through 
the lamp. The intensity of illumination was increased from the left side of the 
record to the middle and then decreased toward the right side. The first three 
stimuli yielded only slow potentials, and  the spike potential appeared when 
the depolarization reached  15  mv.  Further increase in  the  intensity of illu- 
mination gave rise to multiple spike potentials of decreased amplitude except 
the first one on each response.  With the maximum intensity the steady state 
of the slow potential reached 40 mv.  Occasionally two full size spike poten- 
FIGURE  7.  Record showing the  threshold for initiation  of spike potentials. In  this 
record the intensity of illumination was changed continuously  by controlling the current 
through the lamp. Flashes of 0.1 sec. in duration were given twice a second by a turning 
sector. Pips are 0. I sec. intervals. 
rials were fired on the top of the slow potential. Decrease in the intensity of 
illumination resulted in decrease in the amplitude of the slow potential, and 
when it decreased  to  15  mv,  the spike potential failed to fire. 
As shown in Figs. 6  and  7,  the threshold level of depolarization for initia- 
tion of the spike potential was fairly constant in the same cell, but varied from 
a  few millivolts to  15 mv for different cells. 
In Figs. 4 and 5, the increase in the amplitude of the slow potential caused 
decrease in the spike amplitude. This suggests that the decrease in the mem- 
brane potential (or increase in the membrane conductance) might have been 
responsible for the decrease in the spike amplitude. Fig. 8 shows the result of 
an experiment in which a constant flash was added to a changing background 
illumination;  i.  e.,  the  effect of change  of the  membrane  potential  on  the 
amplitude of the spike potential was observed  by decreasing the membrane 
potential of the cell  by means of the background illumination.  In  this cell, 
one spike potential of about 40 mv was fired on the rising phase of the slow 
potential. The amplitude of the slow potential was about  15 mv. As indicated KI~N-ICHI  NAKA  AND  EISUKE EGUCFII  Spikes  from Photoreceptor  671 
by the  first  ten  responses,  this  unit  responded  to  each  flash  of light  with  a 
constant  response.  At  the  arrow  of the left record,  background  illumination 
was increased  in  intensity  toward  the right  part  of the record.  With  the  in- 
crease  in  intensity  of  background  illumination  the  membrane  potential 
as well as the amplitude of the slow potential decreased. However, it is worthy 
of note  here  that  the decrease in  the  amplitude  of the  slow potential  nearly 
equaled  the  decrease in  the membrane  potential,  so that  the  slow  potential 
reached  the  same  level  of depolarization  despite  its  decrease  in  amplitude. 
The membrane potential and  the amplitude of the slow potential were main- 
FIGURE 8,  Effects of the membrane  potential on the amplitude  of the spike potential. 
The  membrane  potential  was  decreased  by  background  illumination.  The  maximum 
intensity of background  illumination was strong enough to elicit the maximum response 
of the  slow  potential.  Duration  of illuminations  was  0.I  sec.  In  this  record  responses 
were superimposed  on slowly moving film. 
tained  at  this  level  during  background  illumination.  After  a  period  of  10 
seconds  (corresponding  to  the  interval  between  the  two  records)  the  back- 
ground  illumination  was decreased  slowly,  as noted  by the  second  arrow  in 
Fig.  8.  With  the  decrease  in  the  intensity  of background  illumination,  the 
membrane potential and the slow potential  gradually returned  to the original 
level  observed  before  the  beginning  of the  background  illumination.  This 
record shows that  the amplitude  of the spike potential decreased proportion- 
ally with the decrease in the membrane potential; a decrease of the membrane 
potential  by  15  mv resulted  in  a  decrease of the  amplitude  of the spike po- 
tential  from 40  mv  to  a  few millivolts. 
In the Limulus compound eye, Tomita  (1956) recorded intra- and extracel- 
lular  responses  simultaneously  from  an  ommatidium,  with  his  concentric 
electrode.  His ingenious methods led him to conclude that the spike potential 
was  generated  in  a  proximal  region  of the  ommatidium,  probably  in  the 
region where the nerve fiber leaves the ommatidium,  while the slow potential 672  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  -  VOLUME  45  "  1962 
(GAP)  was due to depolarization of the eccentric cell soma which was  never 
invaded  by spikes. 
In  the  present  experiment  some  attempts  were  made  to  locate  the  site  of 
initiation of the spike potential that was recorded internally from a  single cell 
in the drone compound  eye.  Two records in  Fig.  9  illustrate one attempt;  A 
was recorded from the interior of a  cell and B was recorded after the electrode 
was  withdrawn  from the cell.  It is quite  probable,  though  not so convincing 
as in Tomita's  simultaneous  recording,  that  the  record  in  B  represents  the 
external  recording from the  cell from which  A  was  recorded internally. 
As  in  the case of Limulus, both  the slow and  spike potentials  were positive 
in  polarity  in  the  internal  recording,  while  the  slow  potential  was  negative 
FIGURE  9.  Intra-  and  extracellularly  recorded 
responses  from  a  single  cell  in  the  drone  com- 
pound  eye.  B  was  recorded  after  the  electrode 
was slightly  withdrawn from the cell which gave 
the response A. Pips, 0.1 sec. intervals.  Duration of 
illumination, 0.9 sec. 
and  spike  potentials  were  positive in  the  external  recording.  The  amplitude 
of the  internal  spike  potential  was  about  five  times  as  large  as  that  of the 
internal  slow potential,  while  the  spike potential  was  about  one-third  of the 
slow potential in the external recording.  In several units it was also confirmed 
that when the electrode approached a  cell we recorded a  response of positive 
going spikes on negative slow potential.  On impaling the cell,  both potentials 
turned  positive  in  their  polarity.  These  observations  agree  with  Tomita's 
observation for  the Limulus ommatidium  and  his  conclusion  may also  apply 
to the present results, namely that the electrode in the cell soma was recording 
active  depolarization  of the  cell  soma  membrane  for  the  slow  potential  or 
GAP, while the spike potential was due to electrotonic or passive spread from 
the axonal region of the cell to the soma. Fuortes (1959) also reached the same 
conclusion in Limulus. As the insect retinula cell has only one proximal proc- 
ess,  Pf in  Fig.  1  (the  postretinal  fiber or  axon),  the  spike potential  seems  to 
have  its  site  of initiation  near  the  region  where  the  postretinal  fiber  passes 
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cell  soma  is  due  to  passive  spread  from the proximal process,  one may see 
why the  spike  potential  decreased  in  amplitude when  the  intensity of illu- 
mination was high. As is apparent in Fig. 8, the membrane potential decreased 
when the intensity of illumination was high. As shown in the muscle or nerve 
cell,  the  depolarization of the  cell  membrane is  associated  with  a  decrease 
in  the membrane resistance.  This decrease  in  the  resistance  of the retinula 
cell  membrane  could  have  been  responsible,  partly,  if not  wholly,  for  the 
decrease  in  amplitude  of spike  potentials.  The  decrease  in  the  membrane 
resistance of the photoreceptor cell of Limulus, has been described by Tomita 
(1956)  and  Fuortes  (1959).  However,  the  decrease  in  the  spike  amplitude 
E 
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FIGURE 10.  Responses recorded from a single cell in the drone compound eye. This 
cell gave rise to a large slow potential and a single spike potential firing on the rising 
phase of the slow potential. Note a single spike potential (B-F) and the large slow potential 
of an initial elevation followed by a sustained potential. A negative phase after the 
initial elevation became very conspicuous with high intensity illumination. Duration of 
illumination, 0.9 sec. 
or abolition of the spike potential is too great in some responses recorded in 
the present experiment to be explained only by the decrease in the cell mem- 
brane resistance.  In Limulus, Fuortes  (1958)  presented another explanation; 
namely that  the  abolition of spike  potential  resulted  partly from  excessive 
depolarization of the impaled cell. This explanation is also applicable in the 
case  of  the  insect  retinula  cell. 
In the responses so far described the spike potentials were observed on the 
slow  potential as  a  train  of spikes.  However,  another  type of response  was 
often encountered, one of which is shown in Fig.  10. This type of response was 
characterized by a  large slow potential and a  single spike potential firing on 
the rising phase of the slow potential (Fig.  10B). The notch on the rising phase 
of the  slow  potential  indicates that  the  spike  potential was  fired  when  the 
depolarization reached about 10 mv. Increase in the intensity of illumination 
resulted  only in  an  increase  in  the  amplitude of the  slow potential,  which 674  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAL  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  45  "  I962 
showed  a  typical  insect  retinula  cell  response  composed  of an  initial  rapid 
elevation followed by a  lower sustained  potential.  When  the intensity of illu- 
mination  was very high  (Fig.  10D to F),  the spike potential  was masked  by 
the  fast  rising  phase  of the  slow  potential.  There  was  a  very  conspicuous 
negative  phase  after  the  initial  elevation,  as  previously  reported  by  Naka 
(1961)  in  the response from a  single retinula  cell of some insects.  With  high 
intensity  illumination  the  amplitude  of the  slow potential  exceeded  that  of 
the  spike potential.  This  also seems to support  the conclusion  that  the locus 
associated with the spike potential was different from that of the slow potential, 
and that the electrode was near the membrane responsible for the slow poten- 
tial.  This type of response can be interpreted  as a  complete abolition of spike 
potentials,  except the first one.  This  abolition  of spike potential  might  have 
been caused  by the excessive depolarization,  which reached  about  50 mv in 
the initial  stage,  as suggested  by Fuortes  (1958). 
DISCUSSION 
Identification of Cells Responsible for Slow and Spike Potentials 
Slow and  spike  potentials  recorded  in  the  present  experiment  from  the  re- 
ceptor  layer  of the  drone  compound  eye can  be assumed  to  come from  the 
interior  of a  single cell because : (a)  The response had  an  amplitude  of more 
than  20 my and  no such large  potential,  especially  the  spike  potential,  was 
recorded  externally  from  the  retinal  layer.  (b)  As  with  nerve  cells  the  slow 
potential  and spike potentials were both positive in polarity.  In identification 
of the  cells responsible  for  these  two potentials,  the  similar  results  obtained 
in  the  Limulus  ommatidium  (Hartline,  Wagner,  and  MacNichol,  1952; 
Tomita,  1956;  MacNichol,  1956,  1958;  Fuortes,  1958,  1959)suggest  the 
exsistence  of  an  eccentric  cell-like  structure  in  the  drone  compound  eye. 
However, the electron microscopic studies of the insect ommatidium by several 
authors  (Goldsmith  and  Philpott,  1957;  Wolken,  Capenos,  and  Turano, 
1957;  Fernfindez-Mor~in,  1958)  have  not  reported  on  the  existence  of any 
eccentric  cell-like  structure  in  the  insect  ommatidium.  In  the  drone  it  was 
also  confirmed  that,  as  in  the  case  of the  other  insects,  an  ommatidium  is 
composed  of  eight  retinula  cells  and  of a  rhabdome  of four  rhabdomeres 
(Fig.  2).  According  to  Tominaga  (personal  communication)  eight  post- 
retinal fibers from an ommatidium penetrate through the basement membrane 
and  proceed toward  the first synaptic region enclosed in a  sheath.  No excep- 
tionally large fiber is found in the bundle,  as in the case of the eccentric cell 
axon  in  Limulus.  Our  attempts  to find  any structure  that  might  be assumed 
to be the site of origin of slow or spike potentials  failed.  The electron micro- 
scopic picture of Fig.  2  shows that  the retinula  cell is the only structure  that 
can  be considered  responsible for the electrical response recorded in the pres- K~N-Icm NAKA AND EISUKE ECUCHI  Spikes  from Photoreceptor  675 
ent  experiment.  Therefore,  we  conclude  that  the  response  represents  the 
activity of single retinula cells, as had been thought by one of us in a previous 
paper  (Naka,  1961).  For comparison the electrical responses recorded  intra- 
cellularly from  the  receptor layer  of  the  worker  honeybee  (Apis  mellifera) 
are shown in Fig.  11. 
As in the case of the fly and dragonfly, the response, presumably recorded 
from a  single retinula cell, was a  monophasic potential with an initial  eleva- 
tion  followed  by  a  sustained  potential.  However,  no  spike  potential  was 
recorded. It is possible that in the previous study and also in the  worker bee 
we might have failed to record spike potentials from the retinula cell because : 
(a) The retinula cell of most insects is very small in diameter and  impalement 
by the electrode might have caused serious damage.  (b)  The compound eye 
of the drone is surrounded by a  rigid chitinuous structure and  this  seems to 
favor  the  preservation  of minute  structures  near  the  basement  membrane 
(c) We might have failed to distinguish spike potentials from the slow poten- 
tial because, as shown in Fig.  10,  the spike potential  is often difficult to dis- 
criminate from the initial elevation of the slow potential.  As it is improbable 
that the fundamental mechanism of photoreception is different in  the drone 
and  in  the worker bee,  it is  plausible  to  conclude that  the failure to  record 
spike potentials from the retinula cell of the worker bee or other insects does 
not exclude the possibility of spike potential  generation in the cell. 
Comparison with the Limulus Compound Eye 
The internal recording of slow and spike potentials from the single cells in the 
Limulus ommatidium, initiated by Hartline and his collaborators  (1952),  has 
brought  about  many important  contributions  to  the  peripheral  mechanism 
of photoreception. Their study has been confirmed and extended by a number 
of workers  (cf.  Tomita,  1956;  MacNichol,  1956,  1958;  Fuortes,  1958,  1959; 
Tomita et al.,  1960).  It is generally accepted that the spike potential  is from 
the  eccentric cell,  which is  present only in  the  Limulus  ommatidium and  is 
probably bipolar in nature. However, there are several different views on the 
origin of the slow potential and the role played by the retinula cell in photo- 
reception. MacNichol (1956,  1958) reported that the electrode inserted into a 
retinula cell under visual control could not record any response to illumina- 
tion,  except a  membrane potential of 50 my. He supposed that the purpose 
of the retinula  cell is  only to  secrete the rhabdomeres.  On  the other  hand, 
Tomita et al.  (1960)  proposed that depolarization of the retinula cell due to 
photic stimulation is conducted electrotonically across the axial region of the 
rhabdome  to  the  distal  process  of the  eccentric  cell.  This  passive  current 
initiates spike potentials in the axonal region of the eccentric cell  (electrical 
hypothesis).  However,  Fuortes  (1959)  suggested  that  the  eccentric cells  are 






FIGURE  11.  Retinal  action  potentials  assumed to 
be  from  the  interior  of  the  retinula  cell  of  the 
worker  bee.  Intensity  of  illumination  was  de- 
creased  from  A  to  D.  Pips,  0.1  sec.  intervals. 
Duration  of illumination,  0.9 sec. K~N-ICHI NAKA AND  ]~ISUKE EOUGHI  Spikes  from Photoreceptor  677 
illumination  (chemical  hypothesis).  These  aspects  of  the  question  of  the 
origin of OAP in the Limulus ommatidium are fully reviewed by Lipetz (1960). 
In the honeybee we have found a  much simpler situation than in Limulus, 
because the insect compound eye lacks an eccentric cell. Despite the absence 
of the eccentric cell in the insect ommatidium, the electrical response from 
the insect retinula cell  bears  a  remarkable resemblance to  the results from 
the Limulus ommatidium in the following points:  (a)  The  slow potential or 
OAP is composed of all initial rapid elevation followed by a  sustained poten- 
tial. The negative phase after the initial elevation is also present in the Limulus 
OAP.  With high intensity illumination the off effect reversed its  polarity in 
Limulus and in some insects (4.  Naka,  1961).  (b)  The slow potential  is sup- 
posed to be the generator potential for the spikes.  (c)  The amplitude of the 
spike potential  is  decreased  and  then  totally  abolished  with high  intensity 
stimulation. This indicates that the resistance of the receptor cell membrane 
decreased due to photic stimulation. (d) The slow potential is the depolariza- 
tion of the soma membrane while the spike potential is initiated in an axonal 
region of the cell. The responses recorded from the Limulus ommatidium by 
several  authors  (Tomita,  1956;  MacNichol,  1956;  Fuortes,  1958)  can  be 
classified into several types, which are very similar to various types of response 
recorded internally from the insect retinula cell. These considerations suggest 
that the eccentric cell may be equivalent to the insect retinula cell or that the 
basic mechanism of spike initiation is different in Limulus and the insect. 
Initiation of Spike Potentials in the Drone Compound Eye 
Until now no extensive study has been done to locate the origin of spike poten- 
tials recorded from the insect optic lobes except for the report of Burtt and 
Catton  (1956,  1959).  According  to  their  observations  the  spike  potentials 
were localized in the deeper part of the second synaptic region. However, the 
present experiment presented evidence that, in the drone compound eye, the 
spike potentials are generated in the retinula cell, probably in the proximal 
process  (postretinal fiber)  of the cell. 
The morphological consideration of the fine structure  of the  drone  com- 
pound  eye  allows  us  to  postulate  a  possible mechanism of spike potential 
initiation in  the retinula  cell,  and  it  is  schematically presented in Fig.  12, 
which is  a  modification of the  model proposed  by  Tomita  (1957)  for  the 
Limuls  ommatidium.  Photic  stimulation  coming  to  the  retinal  layer  (L) 
after passing through the dioptric system may cause the first photochemical 
reaction in the rhabdomere, which several authors suppose to be the site of 
photochemical reactions (Goldsmith and Philpott, 1957; Wolken, Mellon, and 
Contis,  1957)  and which is  integrated in  the retinula  cell  membrane.  The 
photochemical reaction may cause a  decrease in the resistance of all or part 
of the retinula cell membrane, leading to the depolarization of the cell (inward 678  THE  JOURNAL  OF  GENERAl,  PHYSIOLOGY  •  VOLUME  45  "  t96= 
arrow in Fig.  12A).  The depolarizing current  (the retinal  action potential) 
through the retinula cell soma flows passively out through the membrane of 
the postretinal fiber (outward arrows in Fig.  12A). This current is instrumental 
in initiation of spike potentials in the axonal part of the retinula cell  (inward 
arrows in Fig.  12B).  The spike  potential  is  sent to  the first synaptic region. 
Some of the current associated with the spike flows passively out through the 
retinula cell soma membrane (outward  arrows in Fig.  12B).  However,  due 
to the heavy loading by the large retinula cell membrane the spike potential 
FIOURE 12.  Model showing initiation of spike 
potential in the insect retinula cell. L, photlc 
stimulation coming through the dioptric system. 
Re,  tentatively  assumed as  the  retinula  cell 
membrane.  May  or  may  not  include  the 
rhabdomere.  Bin, basement  membrane.  Pf, 
postretinal fiber. A represents initiation of the 
slow potential.  B represents initiation  of the 
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recorded from  the cell  soma  may be  decreased  considerably  in  amplitude. 
This offers one explanation for the failure to record spike potentials  from the 
receptor  layer  of some  insects.  Naka  and  Kuwabara  (1959)  observed  the 
polarity reversal  of the retinal  action potential  at  the basement membrane 
and  recorded  a  large  positive  potential  from  the  region  proximal  to  the 
basement membrane.  As  will  be  expected from the schema of Fig.  12,  the 
outward current through the membrane of the postretinal fiber can be very 
large because the diameter of the postxetinal fiber is much smaller than that 
of the retinula cell soma. This will result in large extracellular responses from 
the region proximal  to  the basement membrane.  The basement membrane 
(Bm),  supposed  to have high electrical resistance due to its chitinous nature 
(Tominaga, personal communication), also favors initiation of spike potentials 
in  the  proximal  region by providing  good  external insulation  between the K~N-IcI-II NAKA AND  EISOKE Eaucm  Spikes  fiom Photoreceptor  679 
two portions of the cell; i. e., between the locus of inward current (soma) and 
the locus of outward current (axon). This schema also suggests backfiring of 
the spike potential or  invasion by the spike  potential of some basal  region 
of the soma. The present experiment is not precise enough to decide whether 
or not the retinula cell soma is partially invaded by the spike potential. 
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